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ABSTRACT:
The concept of 'Eco-tourism' is increasingly heard in recent decades. Ecotourism is one adventure that environmentally responsible intended to appreciate the nature experiences and cultures. Ecotourism should have low impact on environment and must contribute to the prosperity of local residents. This article reviews the use of Multiple Criteria Evaluation (MCE) and Geographic Information System (GIS) in ecotourism. Multiple criteria evaluation mostly used to land suitability analysis or fulfill specific objectives based on various attributes that exist in the selected area. To support the process of environmental decision making, the application of GIS is used to display and analysis the data through Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Integration between MCE and GIS tool is important to determine the relative weight for the criteria used objectively. With the MCE method, it can resolve the conflict between recreation and conservation which is to minimize the environmental and human impact. Most studies evidences that the GIS-based AHP as a multi criteria evaluation is a strong and effective in tourism planning which can aid in the development of ecotourism industry effectively.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ecotourism has played an important source of revenue for the country. But ecotourism should be balanced in terms of a clean environment without polluting and spoiling the natural beauty and also does not harm the surrounding population. Ecotourism is a type of tourism that continues to preserve, providing various facilities in areas with tourist attractions, either relating to attraction on the natural environment or ecology-made through the modernization of physical and social infrastructure in the region to become one of the economic activities that contribute to the national income besides to being able to improve the living standards of local communities. Strategic planning to develop ecotourism area is not measured in terms of the landscape only, but many factors should be considered such as topography, climate area, soil type and many more. This planning can be overcome by using a method in which the existence of AHP technique with the help of GIS. Tourism and Information technology are two of the most active motivators of the global economy growth.

2. MULTIPLE CRITERIA DECISION ANALYSIS WITH AHP
Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA) is a spatial decision problem that mostly involves a large set of feasible alternatives and multiple criteria evaluation. Usually most researchers make decision process by using GIS that recognized as a decision support system which can analyzing, designing, evaluating and prioritizing alternative decisions to ecotourism development. GIS also can obtained the information for decision making through a transformation process and combines the geographical data and the value judgments. MCDA provides a variety of collections with an efficient technique and structuring procedure to get a decision. Thus, decision making involves multi criteria evaluation (MCE) used to rank and achieve the priorities for the alternatives of a decision.

Multiple criteria evaluation is commonly relate and use the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). Analytic Hierarchical Process (AHP) is an important technique to analyse land suitability that developed by Thomas L. Saaty and it is a measurement theory through pairwise comparisons in making a decision between alternatives and criteria needed to earn the scale of priorities. So, before AHP is implemented, all relevant criteria like slope, temperature, climate and soil types should be sufficient. The importance and suitability established by ranking weights of specific criteria. With a strong knowledge and data can commonly be identified the weight of factor in AHP. AHP include some steps to untangle the decision with a more systematic way in which define the problem and draft the decision hierarchy from the top with the goal, through the intermediate until the lowest level (determine the criteria). Then, make a set pairwise comparison matrix and from the comparison need to use the priorities acquired to weight in the level immediately below. This is because to make it easier for decision makers to identify the relative weight and compute the quantitative to validate the result of land suitability.

3. THE IMPORTANT OF MULTI CRITERIA EVALUATION IN ECOTOURISM DEVELOPMENT
A criterion (factor) need to evaluated and measured for decision making. Selecting or formulating the criteria which is decision maker can choose several methods to determine the weight of each factor such as by ranking, rating and Analytic Hierarchy Process. Many discussion on AHP in ecotourism by researchers in which Bali et al. (2015) in Iran give comments the criteria like slope and aspect is significant for ecotourism development and could not be neglected. Likewise, same reported from Burunakaw and Muruyam (2011) in Thailand. A review represent the steep areas with a slope more than >45% is a limiting factor for ecotourism activities. They conclude slope
with >15% could be appropriate criteria. According to Geremew and Hailemeriam (2015) in Ethiopia, mostly ecotourism take place in historical resources, natural area and traditional culture. Thus, the criteria of road distance must be considered with regard to the natural area. Another research result by Kumari et al. (2010) in Malaysia suggest that ecotourism activities influenced by climatic condition. So, the climate factor must be investigate to obtain the suitable ecotourism land. Soil features also give greatly effect to tourist activities. So, the type and texture of soil need to determine first to avoid and spoil the tourist activities.

Based on AHP method, the weight of influencing factor have determined through pairwise comparison matrix. According to Saaty (1980) in USA, construct a matrix where each factor need to compared with the other factor and make a scale from 1 to 9 which is 1 is equal preference and 9 is extreme importance. The table below show the fundamental scale for factor used by Saaty (1980).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intensity of importance</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Suitability class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Equal importance</td>
<td>Lowest suitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Equal to moderate importance</td>
<td>Very low suitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Moderate importance</td>
<td>Low suitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Moderate to strong importance</td>
<td>Moderately low suitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Strong importance</td>
<td>Moderate suitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Strong to very strong importance</td>
<td>Moderate high suitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Very strong importance</td>
<td>High suitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Very to extremely strong importance</td>
<td>Very high suitability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Extreme importance</td>
<td>Highest suitability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Then, make the weight normalization and calculate the consistency ratio (CR). The formula as shown in equation (1) and (2).

\[
CR = \frac{CI}{RI} \quad (1)
\]

Where Consistency Ratio (CR) equal Consistency index (CI) / Random Consistency Index (RI).

\[
SI = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (W_i \times R_i) \quad (2)
\]

Where (Si) is composite suitable score, (n) is number of factor, (Wi) refer to weight of factor and (Ri) is a rating for determine the class of i factor.

If CR larger than > 0.10, then the value of pairwise need to be repeat in evaluation process until get the acceptable value of CR smaller than < 0.10 for suitability analysis.

The weighting process of each factor involved multi criteria map and standardize and weighted the factor by decision maker that need to decide based on knowledge and fair judgement to produce the result of ecotourism region.

4. METHOD AND FRAMEWORK OF LAND SUITABILITY ANALYSIS

Determine the criteria for selecting appropriate ecotourism area need more measurable and alternative. Based on past papers, a lots of input data or factors need to collect such as topography map, climate data, types of soil knowledge and land use include distance from road, water resources and population. All data can obtained from any sources like private and government company that fullfill and related with ecotourism area characteristics. Then, standardize the criterion value to common scale to make the comparison and continue it by using AHP method to determine the weight factor. The last one, the suitability map of ecotourism area is created and verify the result by conduct a field survey or ground truth.

Figure 1: Simple weighting process implemented in GIS adopted from (Malczewski 2009)

Figure 2: The framework of land suitability assessment
The figure below shows the result obtained from Bali et al. (2015), the distance from water resources, slope and land use are the highest ranking score. The Hyrcanian forest and Anzali Wetland give a special consideration due to ecological condition. This area very suitable for ecotourism place because there exists the fragile ecosystem and forest as protected area covered Anzali region that fall in the red one.

In the map below (figure 4) shows the hilly forest region which is highly suitable area but has some parts not highly suitable due to low density of forest. For this case, decision makers select the suitable ecotourism area base on the priority of nature (forest). Potential to be ecotourism area must be considered by any factors where has existing development like infrastructures, accommodation and tourist’s civic services and high population. It proved that the purple colour fall near the red bullet (existing tourist spot).

5. SUMMARY

In order to evaluate the ecotourism place, the effective criteria should be identified first. Those multiple criteria evaluation is very significant for making decision that can be used in any methods in GIS tool other than AHP method. MCE also is a best complex scenarios in which involve a lot of consideration. The criteria of evaluation need to standardized and weighted to achieved the best location for ecotourism area and successful applied by many researchers.
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